Introduction
The United States should spend as much as necessary on national defense, but not one penny more.
Secretary of Defense, Robert M. Gates, 2010 1 The United States government has grown considerably since the attacks of 9/11. Both the Department of Defense and its budget have grown to support current wars. The United States now faces serious political and economic pressure to reduce overall government spending. Some politicians strongly oppose protecting the defense budget despite the continuing military hostilities overseas. In mid October 2010, Congressman Barney Frank, then chairman of the House Financial Services Committee, explained the desire to cut the defense budget.
It is now indisputable that if we do not substantially reduce planned worldwide defense expenditures, particularly on behalf of our allies who can and should be doing more to defend themselves, that we will not be able to meaningfully reduce our budget deficit without doing significant damage to our quality of life here at home.
2 Congressman Frank's statement makes it clear that some members of Congress find no need to shelter the defense budget from cuts and insist that the defense spending contributes to the national budget difficulties.
The desire to cut the defense budget is not new. After all, military spending is the largest component of discretionary government spending. During past reductions in defense spending, the lion share of cuts was achieved by reducing military manpower. The DOD total force end strength drops after every war. The Department of Defense could easily choose to take that approach again. However, because the military is still engaged in counter-insurgency and stability operations that are manpower intensive, perhaps another approach should be taken. The question is how might the military services design a different approach?
Developing an alternative approach requires a detailed assessment of DOD activities and the distribution of funds in each of the Service budgets. However, doing so would be a massive undertaking and is not feasible in a paper this size. Instead, this research is designed to investigate a single Service and to make some general predictions based upon that Service's issues. The
Marine Corps was chosen because in many ways it represents a microcosm of DOD military activities. Although a relatively small force in relation to the other defense services, the Marine
Corps possess' capabilities similar to those of other Services. The Marine Corps is a more agile force and less dependent on sharing combat resources from other military Services. Thus, the Marines are a great representative of the variety of capabilities found in DOD. Additionally, the Marine Corps has been subject to some very large reductions in the past and has dealt with the tension between maintaining capabilities while reducing government outlays.
Although the Marine Corps is a microcosm of general military capabilities, the Marine
Corps is not a large element of the defense budget. The DOD budget contains both discretionary and non-discretionary elements. The 2010 DOD budget contained $531 billion in discretionary and $166 billion in non-discretionary spending, totaling $694 billion dollars. 3 Of that budget, the Marine Corps' budget represented only 6.5 percent of the Defense Department budget, but provided 17 percent of the nation's active ground combat maneuver units. Corps' budget provides insight into the challenges DOD faces when trying to maintain capabilities and still reduce spending. These components represent areas where the DOD can reduce funding while assuming moderate risk.
Proposals to reduce DOD manpower have produced much debate among politicians. Some see manpower reductions as necessary to balance the budget, while other politicians view reductions as a risk to national security. These opposing views could not come at a more challenging time considering that debates over the national budget were at the top of 2010 election campaign platforms. Over the past decade, the United States defense budget has grown five times more than any other nations, adding to a growing national budget deficit of 14 trillion dollars. Although the Marine Corps is among the smaller and cheaper Services, the DOD has called on the Marine Corps to reduce manpower to a level not seen since the end of the Vietnam War. In 1968, at the peak of the Vietnam War the Marines had grown to 307,000. Just eleven years later in 1979, the Marine Corps lost 40 percent of its end strength, declining to 185,000.
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Concern for macro-reductions in end strength is not enough for this study. The process for achieving reductions has a significant impact on readiness and future recruitment. Over the past 40 years, the Marine Corps has employed several DOD strategies for reducing manpower.
Three of these strategies have made the largest impact on lowering the DOD budget. One way to reduce end strength has been the implementation of early release and early retirement programs.
Marines leaving the service with honorable discharges have taken advantage of these programs, thus saving the Marine Corps millions of dollars in paid salaries and pensions. An additional manpower reduction method is to reduce training organizations that exist to support the current wars. The current task organizations in these training hierarchies require large amounts of The fluctuations in Marine Corps' size give credence to the claim that manpower can be again reduced while maintaining required capabilities.
contractors, civilian employees and service members. The examination of the Marine Corps' efforts to decrease end strength reveals a possible budget reduction blue print that the DOD writ large can benefit from.
Like manpower, the second budget component, procurement and research, has grown 33 percent since the Cold War peak. No other country has yet matched the military technological advances of the United States. 6 Lastly, the budget contains operations and maintenance (O&M) funds. These funds relate to the Marine Corps' overall missions, functions, activities and facilities. O&M funding allows Services to fulfill their roles and perform functions during operations and training. The three major areas that make up the O&M budget are operational forces, training and recruitment, and administration and services. The Marine O&M budget has grown each year since the start of combat operations in Iraq and Afghanistan accounting for 22 percent of their overall 2011-budget request. To decrease its O&M funding the Marine Corps will need to reduce its participation in Afghanistan. Currently Marine deployments to Afghanistan are increasing, leaving little doubt that O&M funding will not decrease until Marine forces are withdrawn from Afghanistan.
The United States' military dominance within the world is due in part to the programs and research. However, research and development costs also contribute to the increasing DOD budget. All services have increased budget requests to build faster, more efficient, safer vehicles, ships, and aircraft. The Marine Corps' contribution to procurement and research come from high profile programs in aviation and ground mobility. Programs such as the MV-22B Osprey tilt rotor aircraft and Expeditionary Fighting Vehicle (EFV) have been in existence for over a decade. Comparing Marine programs to other Services and validating requirements to capabilities will bring to light areas in which the DOD can reduce spending.
Analyzing the Marine Corps' budgetary categories -manpower, procurement and research, and operations and maintenance provides a good illustration of ways to build efficiencies and apply reductions across the entire DOD. Reducing the Marine Corps' 202,100 end strength can create substantial savings in the USMC budget without jeopardizing Service capabilities. The reduction cannot be more than 15 percent of Marine end strength, bringing the Marine Corps' adjusted end strength below 185,000 marines. Reducing the Marine Corps manpower is just a start; the Marine Corps must lead the way for the DOD in cutting both procurement and research; and operations and maintenance costs. To achieve this, the Marine Corps must cut certain aviation and ground mobility programs. This will save billions of dollars in the Department of Navy (DON) budget and not affect Marine Corps' current capabilities.
Finally, reprioritizing operations and maintenance funds will build efficiency and save millions of dollars. Together these budgetary categories can save the Marine Corps billions of dollars and set a high standard for the other Services to emulate.
Manpower Challenges
America's post war budget efforts will inevitably lead to military reductions. This is due to the commitment by political leaders to reduce annual government deficits. The Marine Corps is no stranger to these cuts and over the last four decades have gone to great lengths to reduce its manpower in accordance with DOD requests. What made the 1990's downsizing different from other force reductions was the need to reduce an all-volunteer organization. Service manpower figures are determined by assessing three variables: military doctrine, force requirements and threat scenarios. These variables never seem to be in equilibrium and are constantly changing. A review of efforts to reduce defense spending over the past twenty years reveals three significant events that have shaped the Department of Defense's approach to budget reductions.
The first was the end of the Cold War, an event that removed the greatest threat to U.S. security and rendered all previous force sizing scenarios obsolete. The second event was Operation Desert Storm. Desert Storm was significant because it came just prior to implementation of post Cold War reductions and thus, delayed the initial reduction in U.S. force structure. Desert Storm was also significant because it occurred immediately prior to the collapse of the Soviet Union. Thus, the force planning after Desert Storm could not consider either a Cold War threat or the continued presence of an ideological threat, the Soviet Union. Lastly, though not really an event, the creation by Congress of a Quadrennial Defense Review (QDR) changed the workings of defense planning by providing a periodic process for examining defense requirements in relation to the international security environment. The QDR enables both defense critics and supporters to evaluate the Administrations programs and to suggest alternative force structures and budget savings. The examination of the Department of Defense's response to these events reveals the guiding elements of U.S. defense budget reductions.
Base Force Concept in the Post Cold War Era
The 1991 fall of the Soviet Union and United States budgetary pressures signaled to the Program and Budget Analysis Division (PBAD) that force reductions were eminent. That conclusion was supported by the fact that manpower costs consume the largest portion of the defense budget. Partly in response to the budgetary pressures, the Chairman Joint Chief of Staff (CJCS), General Collin Powell, initiated the creation of a base force concept. The base force concept asserted the driving factors in the changing geostrategic environment were leading to major budget reductions and the DOD could shape the future reductions by proposing a force ceiling of 1.6 million personnel. General Powell further argued that realigning the force was essential, but warned that armed forces' missions must evolve to combat the post-Cold War threats. His challenge was to prevent downsizing from jeopardizing the professionalism of the forces and to avoid building a hollow force.
8 General Powell campaigned to reduce the Marine
Corps from 197,000 to fewer than 150,000. His reasoning was that the Russian threat was minimal after its collapse and the ongoing arms control process reduced the threat further. 9 The power of the overall base force concept lay in its ability to set the terms for discussing DOD budget cuts, which would allow CJCS military advice to shape the anticipated major restructuring of the US security policy, strategy, force posture, and capabilities.
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Despite the fact that the base force was General Powell's advice, the base force numbers soon were questioned by both congressional leaders and the Services themselves. Military, 1987 -2015 , (Westport: Greenwood Press, 2000 , 88. The Armed Forces transformed a great deal during those 13 years, eliminating 767,000 service members or 35 percent of total personnel. The large reduction in force totals was greatly influenced by two major strategic planning innovations. The first was
The Bottom Up Review (BUR) completed early in the Clinton administration in 1993. The BUR took a critical look at the Base Force Concept, but the BUR committee was concerned about regional security risks and a desire to achieve greater budgetary savings. BUR Force levels were predicated on maintaining the ability to fight two major regional conflicts simultaneously. In the absence of the threat of major conventional war with the Soviet Union, the United States chose to 15 Ibid, 100. 16 Cohen, William S., Annual report to the President and the Congress, (March 30, 1999) and initiated the research and testing needed to add 425 V-22 tilt-rotor aircraft to Marine Air.
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The Emergence of the Quadrennial Defense Review (QDR)
The second strategic planning innovation was the congressionally mandated Quadrennial
Defense Review (QDR), the first of which appeared in February 1996. The BUR had used a force-planning construct involving a U.S. response to two regional conflicts. However, the BUR had also addressed the need for peacekeeping and peace enforcement operations. 17 Brasher, 115. 18 Ibid, 116.
Wal-Mart employees in America alone (670,000) outnumbered active-duty personnel in the Navy and the Marine Corps combined by more than 100,000." 21 Another staggering number was the number of Service members serving abroad. In 1985, over a half of million were serving in other countries, but in 1998 that number had been cut by 50 percent. The thinning of the Services had reduced costs, but had increased risks to national interests and security. After 9/11, military and political leaders pondered the notion that the reductions in end strengths made the United States more vulnerable.
Since 1985, America has responded to the vast global changes by reducing its defense budget by some 38 percent, its force structure by 33 percent and its procurement programs by 63 percent. Today, the budget of the Department of Defense is $250 billion, 15 percent of our national budget, and an estimated 3.2 percent of our Gross National Product. We now have 1.45 million men and women under arms, 200,000 overseas, 900,000 in the Reserves, and 800,000 civilians employed by the Department. Today, $44 billion is devoted to the acquisition of weaponry from a smaller defense industrial base employing 2.2 million workers.
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The 1996 QDR affected the budget and procurement for each Service differently. For example, the Navy had to reduce their attack submarines and fixed wing aircraft. The Department will continue to look assiduously for savings in underperforming programs and activities, divestiture, technology substitution, less pressing mission and program areas, and other accounts so that more resources can be devoted to filling these gaps.
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The 2010 QDR puts an emphasis on reductions and signifies that the Services will be impacted by budgetary reductions. concluded that the Marine Corps and Army could save a combined $147 billion dollars over the next ten years if they reduced their respective services to pre-surge levels.
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Building a Leaner and Able Marine Corps
That reduction would reduce the Marine Corps' end strength from 202,100 to 175,000 (a 15 percent manpower reduction). Correspondingly, the Marine Corps would lose three battalions, declining from 27 to 24 battalions. These reductions do not necessarily threaten the three Marine Expeditionary Force construct. Instead, reductions in manpower can create opportunities for the Marine Corps to improve efficiency in deployments, training, and staffing.
During intra-war periods, the Marine Corps historically has been smaller, but capable to surge during wartime. The Marine Corps' ability to maintaining a scalable and capable Marine force in today's uncertainty make it an appealing Service for the DOD to employ. The Marine Corps has proven that it can reduce manpower while maintaining its core competencies.
However, the Marine Corps is currently deployed so reductions must avoid gutting combat capabilities. The Marine Corps' core competences are the capabilities to employ forward integrated combined arms, to provide specialized detachments, and to conduct joint forcible-entry operations from the sea. These competences allow Marine units to oppose a variety of threats.
During the initial operations in Iraq and Afghanistan, the Marine Corps was able to deploy and sustain combat operations with the end strength of 173,372. 
Size and Focus of Marine Procurement
The Marine Corps derives its procurement and research funding requirements from its vision and strategy. In the Marine Corps Vision and Strategy 2025 report, its vision is being an adaptive Service ready to fulfill supporting roles in the Nation's defense. Marine Corps strategy, hence, identifies procurement and research areas needed to fulfill a wide variety of missions. The Marine forces support Geographic Combatant Commanders (GCC) by organizing a scalable, versatile expeditionary force able to respond to a broad range of crisis and conflicts situations.
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The Marine Corps' procurement and research budget can be divided into three major categories: aviation, ground mobility, and fire support. The budget areas correspond to the major physical elements of a MAGTF. The Marine Corps seeks to return to its roots as a light, fast, hard-hitting, expeditionary and sea-based force.
There are five Marine Air Ground Task Force (MAGTF) organizations ranging size from a few hundred to over 50,000 Marines. These MAGTFs are task organized and specifically tailored for each mission, and for rapid deployment by air and sea. Each MAGTF consists of four elements: a command element (CE) for command and control, a ground command element consisting of combat troops, a logistical command element for sustainment and an aviation command element with fixed and rotary wing aircraft. The scalability of a MAGTF results from its size and capabilities. A MAGTF is mission dependant and assists a GCC in response to a contingency or crisis.
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The increased DOD budget has allowed all services to procure and research numerous equipment programs. The DOD receives enormous amounts of funding to sustain and fight the The Marine Corps has invested billions of dollars into aviation and ground mobility programs to enable sea to shore operations. The procurement and research challenges for the future are time and money. The Marine Corps must prioritize its programs based on two strategies. First, the program must be necessary for maintaining current capabilities. Second, the need for such procurement programs must outweigh the cost to build. The Marine Corps must be good stewards with taxpayer dollars and be mindful of cost when building programs that could potentially be misguided and wasteful. The road ahead for the Marine Corps will be one of the most challenging financial burdens it has dealt with in recent history. This is due in part to current expectations within the Services. Some examples of these expectations are that the services receive new equipment, yearly pay raises and technological advances. The realities are that the Marine Corps and the other Services will revert to the late 1990s defense mentality, which consisted of no pay raises, training shortfalls in ammunition, and will cope with current programs of records for longer periods of time. The next major concern for the Marine Corps is inventory of equipment that has pasted or will soon pass its end of life cycle usefulness. Aviation platforms, vehicles and communication equipment that are legacy assets are still in use, but are costly to maintain. Reducing costs in this area requires a review of force requirements because it is unlikely that all over aged equipment can be replaced.
Finding Additional Savings
55 Ibid, 7. 56 Ibid, 7.
The Marine Corps argue that the F-35B JSF and MV-22 Osprey are vital to achieving its vision statement. In the 2011 report to Congress, General Amos said,
The capability inherent in a short take-off vertical landings (STOVL) jet facilitates our maneuver warfare doctrine and fills our need for close air support in the many austere conditions and locations where we will likely operate in the future. The savings gained by reducing aviation and ground support programs provide some risk to the Marine Corps. Understanding strategies and applying resources smartly are keys to finding the balance. Cancelling the aviation and ground mobility programs will save $78 billion dollars over the next 10 years. That is equivalent to the last three annual budgets for the Marine Corps alone. The cancellation, however, presents the loss of an over the horizon amphibious capability.
The over the horizon capability would allow the Marine Corps to conduct an amphibious operation from 26 nautical miles off shore, thereby, protecting the ships and providing an element of surprise for the Marines. Instead, the Marine Corps can retain its current capability to conduct an over the horizon assault with rotary wing aircraft or a traditional amphibious assault using current fielded AAVs. Even with the proposed program reductions, the Marine Corps can still perform their core capabilities.
Operations and Maintenance
The third budget category that makes up a large part of the defense budget is the The major difference between how the DOD views O&M to that of the Marine Corps is that the Marines do not account for OCO funding as part of the O&M budget. Until a reduction of military presence in Afghanistan occurs, there will be no significant reduction in OCO funding.
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Marine Corps Operational Forces
This is an increase of over $200 million for all the Services, thus proving that sustainment costs continue to rise. The dramatic rise in O&M funding is due in part to the surge in Afghanistan and the need for an increasing presence around the world. To resource and assess O&M funding the Marine Corps divides its O&M into three categories: operational forces; training and recruitment; and administration and service.
The operational forces are the heart of the Marine Corps. The Marines provide forward presence, crisis response and combat power to geographical combatant commanders (GCC). The drawdown of our active component from 202,100 to 186,800 must be conditionsbased, and only after completion of our mission in Afghanistan. We must keep faith with our Marine Corps family by allowing appropriate time and support for those departing the force and to ensure the resiliency of our units still engaged in war. To reduce the size of the Marine Corps by 15 percent would alleviant the need to build new construction, thus saving additional costs to the DON budget. This increase not only cost more money, but also increased the need for a larger recruiter base and created requirements to bring more civilians into the Marine Corps. If the Marine Corps can reduce its current end strength to below 185, 000, it will negate the need to increase funding for recruitment and decrease recruitment by approximately 5,000 Marines a year. 88 These costs prove that a decrease in Each Service within the DOD must do its part to reduce the defense budget. The United States economic prosperity is at a volatile state because of rising debt, outlandish spending and department demands. Even during wartime, each department must spend taxpayers' money wisely and try to decrease its respective funding. Examining the effectiveness of the Marine Corps' budget identifies areas that the DOD can exploit and implement department wide reductions. The largest risk is reducing manpower during war. It is possible to reduce manpower concurrently in war, as seen during Desert Strom, but must be based on operational conditions. The reduction of other budgetary categories is attainable, but will take time to implement. The example of the Marine Corps provides a road map that other Services can follow to reduce manpower, procurement and research, and operations and maintenance budgets.
